Functional hemispherectomy in children with epilepsy and CSWS due to unilateral early brain injury including thalamus: sudden recovery of CSWS.
To try to prove in patients with refractory symptomatic epilepsy due to early brain injury involving thalamus and complicated by CSWS the effects of the isolation of the injured hemisphere, performed with functional hemisperectomy, on epilepsy, namely on CSWS. Full clinical follow-up before and after surgery of two cases with CSWS onset at four years in whom functional hemispherecomy was performed with resection of inter-hemispheric connections. An immediate effectiveness of the surgical treatment was observed on both epileptic evolution (no more seizures) and EEG abnormalities. In particular, CSWS completely disappeared, together with a concurrent progressive improving of the cognitive and behavioural disorders. The isolation of the injured hemisphere through the section of inter-hemispheric cortico-cortical connections could prevent the contralateral diffusion of discharges coming from the injured cortex and cortico-thalamic network, favouring a normal function of thalamo-cortico-thalamic circuitries in the healthy hemisphere. That could explain the disappearance of CSWS after surgery in our patients and the consequent improvement of cognitive abilities and behaviour.